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Basel, 31't of January 2017

Soulon Top Volume X

Dear B-boys and B-girls

We want to inform you about a major change to the battle system at Soul on Top Volume X on Sunday 28th of
\fiay 2017: At the tenth anniversary edition of Soul on Top up to 48 crews will be able to participate.

We are enlarging the battle system because we want to keep Soulon Top an open competition. We want
Soul on Top to be a battle where everyone who wants to - irrespective of name or skill - can participate. We want
to give young crews a chance to gather experience and grow. At the same time we want Soul on Top to be a
battle where the best - not the most renowned - win. We want to give experienced crews a chance to measure

themselves with the best there are. We want Soul on Top to be a battle that is easy to enter but hard to win.

ln the long run we are aiming at a battle system with 64 crews strictly held in K.O. mode over six rounds. Because
we do not want Soul on Top to be all about competition we want to restrict the crew battle to one afternoon on

Sunday - on Saturday afternoon we want to hold the jam «Forthe Love of Music». Realizing a battle with 64

crews strictly in K.O. mode in one afternoon requires a minimum of 48 crews. Because we don't want to make the
change to 64 crews in one step we will first enlarge the battle system to 48 crews.

Enlarging the battle system from 32 to 48 crews requires that we hold battles with three crews in the first round.

We are aware that battles with three crews make the competition slightly less fair because crews with two
adversaries are at a disadvantage compared to crews who have only one. We nevertheless choose to introduce

battles with three crews because we hold its alternative - abandoning the K.0. mode - to be even less fair. We

do not want to hold show rounds where the judges choose the crews to enter the first round of the competition. At
soul on Top there are no show battles, if you win a battle you get to the next round.

We hold battles with three crews in the first round as a temporary measure until we enlarge the battle system to
64 crews as soon as more than 48 crews are interested in participating and we have the necessary infrastructure
and financial capabilities. Previously we have held baftles with three crews at Soulon Top Volume lll and
Volume IV before we have enlarged the battle system to 32 crews at Soulon Top Volume V. When we enlarge
the battle system again Soul on Top will be a battle with 64 crews strictly held in K.O. mode over six rounds.
Together with the two-step draw procedure to determine the crews to battle each other in the first round -
where all participating crews choose the best eight - Soul on Top will be a fair and open competition that is
easy to enter but hard to win.

Your Soul on Top Team
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